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To deliver fly ash and cement in an
environmentally sensitive area the Ashing
Filter is positioned with a backhoe over the
pond.

Vent Line Filters operating on drilling rigs.

Pneumatic Dust Control products provide
simple, cost-effective conveyance solutions for
protecting employees, the environment, and
property, plant and equipment. PDC products are
now part of the MikroPul product line. MikroPul
has been a leader in air pollution control since
1929 and Pneumatic Dust Control products have
been solving filtration problems since 1984.

We service the oil and gas exploration industry,
the environmental remediation industry, as well
as industrial plants, providing the equipment and
expertise to ensure strict conformance in “0”

discharge zones, and complying with local
environmental regulations. MikroPul dust
collection solutions can be custom designed and
manufactured for your application.

Our services include equipment delivery and
pickup. Equipment may be rented or purchased.
ASME certified filters are available where
required.

PDC Products

The patented PDC Vent Line Filter and the PDC Ashing Filter are

portable in-line devices for filtering bulk powder products that are

pneumatically conveyed. Conveyance air is separated from the product

stream and filtered to the atmosphere without the use of moving parts,

electricity, or high pressure air. Simple installation, efficient operation,

and portability result in a clean and safe working environment.

The PDC Vent Line Filter is used to capture dust particles that are

normally vented to the atmosphere when a silo or receiving tank is

filled pneumatically. The centrifuge process of the cyclone separator,

incorporated in the filter’s lower body below

the filter inlet, allows the product to fall out

of the product air stream by gravity. The

conveyance air is then filtered through the

fine filter bag section, located above the

cyclone separator, before it is released to

the atmosphere. Product particles are

captured within the filter and returned when

the filter is in the purge mode for proper storage and use. The result

is a safe working environment, protecting personnel and equipment,

with no product loss or pollution.

The PDC Ashing Filter is used to deposit fly ash, cement, kiln dust,

and other dry powder products into open pits and sludge ponds or

environmental roll-on roll-off boxes, barges, and other enclosures. The

cyclone separator allows the product to fall out of the product/air

stream by centrifugal force and gravity. The conveyance air is filtered

through the fine filter bag housing before it is released to the atmosphere.

Product takes one path while conveyance air takes another. The result

is a safe working environment, protecting personnel and equipment,

with no product loss or pollution.
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Applications
Materials Environments

Cement

Barite

Hematite

Fly ash

Kiln dust

Sand

Blasting grit

Dry powders

No wasted product

No pollution

Built to withstand pressure

Portability, ease of relocation

Custom construction

Energy efficient

Vent Line and Ashing Filters
require no electricity and have

no moving parts

Features & Benefits

The PDC Barge Dust Collector is a portable unit for use on container

vessels. It filters air as products are pneumatically conveyed into the

vessel. A motor and fan mounted on the filter body maintains a negative

draft inside the receiving vessel. Air is filtered to the atmosphere dust

free as any airborne product is suppressed and contained in the shipping

or storage vessel. .

The PDC Product Reclaim Unit has been designed to clean, unload,

transfer, and reclaim most dry powder or abrasive products. It

incorporates a positive displacement blower and the patented PDC

Vent Line filter. The unit conveys dry powder or abrasive products by

vacuum while removing the dust and returns the clean product under

pressure for re-use. As a result, the costly waste of products and labor

used in handling the products is eliminated.

The Mud Hopper Dust Hood is designed to enclose and maintain a

negative draft over the hopper. Chemical sacks can then be safely

opened and emptied. Personnel within the vicinity are protected from

airborne chemical. Also, equipment is protected from chemical

contamination.

The Tilting Filter is a modified filter body on a pivot frame. The design

facilitates operation and maintenance in confined and low overhead

areas. The design allows the unit to be tilted for servicing the fine filter

section.

Designed for  portability, most PDC products can be transported in a

pickup truck and placed by two men with a forklift or small crane.Once

on site, it can be stored elsewhere when not in use.



Rugged PDC filters operate permanently in many
harsh environments as well as in temporary locations
when needed.
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Illustration of PDC Vent Line Filter in operation.
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